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YOU ARE CREATING

lasting CHANGE
What a year we have had and it is a privilege
to share it with you.

Over the past year, my focus has been on
growing our donor relationships. I want to
learn as much as I can about you, the
generous people who make our work of
bringing health and hope to the people of
Ethiopia possible.

Whether you have recently joined us or been
with us for years; whether you donate once a
month or once year; whether you are an
individual, a couple, a family or a business,
no matter who you are, please know that you
are valued beyond measure. We simply could
not undertake any of the incredible work
outlined in this annual report without you.

I have also been focused on growing

"What a year we

relationships with our partner organisations
who work tirelessly on the ground. They are

have had and it is a

the ones who take your generous support
and turn it into real and powerful change for

privilege to share it

some of the poorest and most vulnerable
people in Ethiopia. Because of their

with you..."

dedication, these people who would be
otherwise forgotten such as orphan children,
single mothers, women with fistula, child
brides and families fleeing violence, to name
a few, now have the opportunity to live full,
happy and healthy lives.
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YOU ARE CREATING

lasting CHANGE
These people are simply remarkable and I feel proud whenever I
tell people about the kind of work that Ethiopiaid Australia
supports. I would like to thank our wonderful Board for their
diligence and commitment in selecting partner organisations
that we know are of substance and whose values align
completely with ours. I also want to take this opportunity to
thank my team who inspire me every day to keep working hard
for the people of Ethiopia.

Overall, I am most proud of is how we are all in this together and
that we are all working to make profound and long-lasting
change - the most gratifying of all is that our work is making a
difference.

As you flip through these pages, I hope you feel the same sense
of pride as I do.

Sincerely,

Sharon Elliott
National Manager
Ethiopiaid Australia
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UPDATE FROM
THE CHAIRMAN
Welcome to Ethiopiaid Australia’s 2018 Annual Report. As the Chairman of the
Board of this incredible organisation, I am extremely proud to showcase some
of the achievements we have seen this year with our partners in Ethiopia.
From helping young people attend and finish school, to
empowering women to become financially independent;
from putting an end to harmful traditional practices, to
ensuring women living with fistula receive treatment and
support as they re-start their lives, this year has truly
been one of great achievement.

Our donors are, of course, the reason we have been
able to achieve so much this year. We see this report as
a way of not only providing feedback to our donors but
thanking them for their incredible generosity and
compassion for the people of Ethiopia.

It is for this reason that we take our Board
responsibilities very seriously.

This year, we have re-examined our partnership selection process and monitoring methods to ensure we
are working with organisations of substance and experience that meet our very specific criteria. It is so
important that our partners have safeguarding policies in place, so that both the staff and the people
they work with are protected at all times. We also place significant emphasis on transparency and
accountability, so that we always know how donors’ money is being spent and how effective a program
has been. Luckily, all of our partners excel in these areas and we are very pleased to continue supporting
their work in the future subject to our normal monitoring.

We saw a substantial change in our accounting policy this year by moving from an accrual system to a
cash-based system to ensure maximum transparency. This adjustment provides a better reflection of our
financial support for each program in each financial year. We have also established a five-year budget
and strategy that is forecast to see positive income and donor growth over the next few years. In turn, this
will mean we can increase the financial support we provide our partners to expand their work and this
also means we can take on new partners in areas we have not previously supported. It is a very exciting
time for our organisation and we are so grateful that our supporters have decided to join us on this
journey.

CONTINUED NEXT PAGE
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UPDATE FROM
THE CHAIRMAN
At the last Annual General Meeting and during 2017, we had a number of
director changes. Neil Barrie, Jennifer Johannesen and Leanne Neale all
retired for various reasons after providing Ethiopiaid valuable service in
many different ways and also contributing their time during their years on
the Board. In addition, Daniel McKinnon the previous Chairman, decided to
retire after almost nine years’ service to Ethiopiaid. Daniel had been a
constant figure at the Foundation from the start of its life in Australia and
has been a wonderful contributor and guide for many people over those
years. To these former directors, we thank you all very much for your selfless
and excellent service. We had several new directors join the board in late
2017 and we welcome Robert MacDonald, Melanie Wilson, Martin Hoffman
and Paul Bailey to the team. The new directors all add broad and diverse
experience and expertise to the board which we look forward to capitalising
on over the coming months and years.

We would like to sincerely thank Sharon and Naomi very much for their
continued hard work and passion for Ethiopiaid’s mission. We were also
delighted this year to welcome Amy Franze, our Digital Content and
Communications Officer. Amy is not only helping our Australian office to
maximise our market reach via our digital platforms, she is also supporting
our other offices around the world ensuring we are communicating as one
voice and being cost-effective in our marketing.

As previously, I would like to thank the Bayside Group for their extremely
generous gift of providing our pro-bono office space. Their ongoing support
makes such a difference to our organisation and we cannot thank them
enough for their contribution.

Sincerely,

John Bullwinkel
Chairman of Ethiopiaid Australia Foundation
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WHO YOU support
AWSAD

YENEGE TESFA

Mission: “A beacon of hope to
those experiencing domestic
violence.”

Mission: “A better and brighter
future for those who have lost
all hope.”

With four safe shelters across Ethiopia, the

Association for Women’s Sanctuary &
Development (AWSAD) is a beacon of hope

Hope for Tomorrow’, Yenege

Meaning ‘

Tesfa stands alongside some of the most
marginalised groups in society — such as

to those who have experienced domestic

orphans and street children, single mothers,

violence or abuse. Staffed 24 hours a day

adults who are yet to access education, and

by AWSAD staff, these shelters offer

more

people living with illness or disability. Their

than a safe place to sleep. Along with

initiatives include group homes for homeless

food and medication, AWSAD provides

children, mobile street schools for those

counselling and empowerment sessions,

living on the street (for both children and

along with basic literacy courses, art and

adults), and the provision of school uniforms

dance therapy, self-defence classes and

and supplies to students from low-income

vocational skills training so that women can

families to reduce the burden of school

confident,
independent and workplace-ready
leave the shelter as

costs. Alongside

education assistance,

Yenege Tesfa also funds hundreds of

free medical services each

individuals. AWSAD also works alongside

coupons for

public officials such as police, women affairs

year for those who are living in poverty, and

workers and public prosecutors to help

runs

government institutions better protect and

so they can learn to harvest crops for food

provide services for women and girls.

and income.

farming programs for single mothers

“I never thought of a better tomorrow. All
those counselling and training I received in
the safe house made my dreams come
true.”
– AWSAD graduate
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WHO YOU support
APDA

DIGNITY PERIOD

Mission: “Ending harmful
traditional practices in rural
Ethiopia.”

Mission: “Every girl deserves
education, equality, and dignity
– period.”

Founded by Australian nurse Valerie

Dignity Period helps Ethiopian girls

Afar Pastoralist
Development Association (APDA) was
created alongside local Afar leaders who felt

school by providing the supplies and
education they need to manage
menstruation. In areas where menstruation

their needs were not being met by formal

is a highly taboo subject and school dropout

government services. Today, in addition to

rates for girls are as high as 51% (over 20%

life-changing work in water harvesting,

higher than that for boys), this enables girls

mobile health and education, APDA is

not only to finish their education but also to

Browning in 1993, the

dedicated to

ending harmful traditional

stay in

enjoy better job and economic prospects

practices, including female genital

post-school. Dignity Period works across the

mutilation (FGM), child marriage and the lack

northern regions of Tigray, distributing

of rights for women in marriage. While APDA

locally-made, reusable

works with clan leaders and communities to

hygiene kits to girls in school, and also

create awareness on these often taboo

providing

topics, they also conduct a great deal of

girls and boys which help dispel myths and

work in a one-on-one capacity. Their trained

reduce the stigma behind menstruation.

sanitary pads and

educational booklets to both

Women Extension Workers go door-todoor providing knowledge, counselling and
support against FGM and harmful traditions.

Did you know?
Just two years ago, the town of Awra was devastated when
two teenage girls committed suicide after being forced into
marriage. This year, thanks to APDA’s advocacy, not one
person has been forced to marry and the marriage age has
increased to 18.
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WHO YOU support
HEALING HANDS OF
JOY

WOMEN & HEALTH
ALLIANCE

Mission: “Making pregnancy &
motherhood safer for women in
Ethiopia.”

Mission: “Improving maternal
health and eradicating obstetric
fistula.”

The beautifully named Healing Hands of Joy

For the Women and Health Alliance (WAHA),

(HHOJ) works to

end obstetric fistula in

women’s health (particularly

maternal

Ethiopia in two ways: first to identify, refer

health) is the focal point of their mission.

and rehabilitate women living with obstetric

WAHA operates three hospitals and health

fistula, and second to break down the social

centres across Ethiopia that provide free

stigma behind fistula and show how

obstetric fistula surgeries for mothers in

communities can support sufferers. HHOJ

need. With

Safe
Motherhood Ambassadors who return to

fistula every year, there is great demand for

their communities to identify new cases of

part of their work, WAHA also addresses

fistula and educate expectant mothers on

other issues related to the treatment of this

safe delivery. HHOJ also works on a wider

condition — such as spreading

community level, hosting community

that help is available for those in remote

workshops, religious leader training, film

areas, providing

screenings and male sensitivity training to

wherever possible to assist them in seeking

raise awareness and aid for this socially-

aid, and

isolating condition.

surgeons and nurses in the treatment and

trains ex-fistula patients as

3,000 women developing

their treatment. While fistula surgery is a key

awareness

transport to women

training more gynaecologists,

post-operative care of fistula.
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WHO YOU support
JERUSALEM CHILDREN
& COMMUNITY
DEVELOPMENT
ORGANISATION
Mission: “An Ethiopia where no child lives in
poverty.”
Established in 1985, the Jerusalem Children & Community Development Organisation (JeCCDO) has a
clear vision: for an Ethiopia where no child lives in poverty. Their projects work widely to advance
the care, protection and opportunity for children in vulnerable situations, including those living on the
streets or those who have been orphaned. While the organisation operates in five areas across
Ethiopia, Ethiopiaid’s work with them is largely concentrated in the Dire Dawa district of eastern
Ethiopia. Here, JeCCDO has a robust program in place called WASH, which helps children access
basic social services (such as

education, health, water and sanitation), while also improving the

facilities and resources available within these social services (for instance, refurbishing a school in a
low-income area).
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THE DIFFERENCE
YOU HAVE MADE
YOUTH & SCHOOL | This year, you've helped to...
Provide

49 orphaned

Train

children with an education

26 young people to

become advocates for
change in their communities

270 reference books and
eight desktop computers for

Buy

schools in need

Build

one new girls’ bathroom

Train

72 young people who were

and install a water tank at a

living on the street in small

primary school

business bamboo furniture
Give

75 group home children

production

the opportunity to take their
final school examinations

WOMEN & CHILDREN
Because of you...

251
180
70
11

women and

97 children received safe shelter from

violence

single mothers completed crop production training and
received a start-up kit containing five kinds of vegetable
seeds to harvest

women graduated from hand weaving, food preparation
or sewing skills courses (and

10 have already secured a

job!)

trainees have just started a bamboo weaving course
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THE DIFFERENCE
YOU HAVE MADE
TRADITIONAL PRACTICES
You are creating last change by …

REACHING

33,016
1,800
26
41

TRAINING

EDUCATING

SUPPORTING

HEALTH |

people with awareness on the dangers of early
marriage and FGM

people across six districts on community awareness
and sensitivity workshops

male religious leaders and clan leaders on the risks
of FGM

women (out of 67) to say no to FGM after attending
two FGM conferences

Women are now safer and living better lives because you:

Paid for 500 fistula repair

Helped 50 former fistula

surgeries, including the cost

patients complete a three-

of transport and counselling

month craft and business
Trained 172 women to

course for financial freedom

become ambassadors for
women’s health

Helped 315 leaders attend

Distributed 6,000 menstrual

workshops to advance

hygiene kits and information

development around fistula

booklets on puberty and
Gave out 30 microloans to

menstruation

SMAs, equalling 6,000 ETB
(AUD $300) each
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FINANCIAL
STATEMENTS
ETHIOPIAID
AUSTRALIA
SIGNED
FINANCIAL
STATEMENTS
FOR THE YEAR ENDED
30 JUNE 2018
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If you have any questions about our work,
feel free to contact us on
(03) 9093 8056 or info@ethiopiaid.org.au

